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“The founder of Black Sun? Talk nonsense!”

After hearing this, Richard was surprised and immediately vetoed it.

Hei Sun has been uprooted by the Common Killer God.

So the members are all dead!

Why does it still appear?

“No!”

“What does he call himself? The founder of Black Sun?”

Richard quickly realized something was wrong.

“Yes! The founder of Black Sun!”

“Okay, let him in right away!”

Not long after, a person wrapped in a black robe came.

If Levi Garrison were here, he would find that this person was the one who imitated him and had fought against him in
Tiandang Mountain.

“Are you the founder of Black Sun?”

Richard asked suspiciously.

“It’s not me, it’s my master! He also asked me to come to you!”

the man replied.

“Who is your master? Why do you say that Black Sun was founded by you?”

Richard asked a sharp question directly.

“My master is Huoyun Evil God!”

“Hi!”

Hearing this name, everyone present gasped.

Including Richard.

That is the great devil, a generation of evil gods!

“This is the master’s token, which can prove his identity!”

The man handed Richard a box.

After Richard and his men opened the box, they studied for a long time.

Nodded one after another.

“It’s really him!”

Regarding the Huoyun Cthulhu’s information, Richard is in control.

Therefore, the identity of the Huoyun Evil God will be determined soon.

But at this time Richard frowned, his face was puzzled, “But I have a question…”

Richard’s question was actually the same as Levi Garrison’s.

Why did Huoyun Cthulhu do this?

Why was Black Sun created?

Why are you looking for him now?

The man smiled. “The master thought about it a long time ago, and he asked me to tell you a word…”

“What?”

The man stepped forward and said something in Richard’s ear.

After listening, Richard smiled, “That’s it! I understand! Lord Huoyun Cthulhu wants to cooperate with me, right?”

“Yes!”

“Okay, no problem, I believe in his sincerity! Happy cooperation!”

…The

real Black Sun cooperated with the Lab of the Gods.

There will be new changes in the future.

“No wonder Lord Cthulhu didn’t show up before, because I didn’t have enough qualifications! Now that I became the
core of the Gods Laboratory, he only appeared to cooperate with me! Hahaha…”

Richard laughed at himself, “It turns out that I was in his eyes before. Here, they are at the same level as those little fish
and shrimps in Dongdao! Can only be used as cannon fodder!”

… the

other side.

Levi Garrison and Commoner Kill God respectively.

Now, Commoner Killing God successfully sucked all his attention away for him.

He can slowly get to Richard and the Lab of the Gods.

But it’s different from the black sun.

The Lab of the Gods is too powerful and mysterious.

So far no one has said that they have a precise understanding of the Lab of the Gods.

Richard alone is so strong.

At that time, he was just the spokesperson outside of the Lab of the Gods, and to put it bluntly was an errand.

All have such a terrifying power
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Anyway, it is absolutely not enough to crush or face the laboratory of the gods!

Even Richard and his own power are problems.

Not to mention the experiments of the

gods, so for Richard and the laboratory of the gods, Levi Garrison must not swept directly like the black sun.

Deal with them knowing that they know each other!

First get Richard, then clear the relevant forces, and then deal with the laboratory of the gods.

“Then Mr. Garrison, I’m going back to Erudia first! Where are you going next?”

Commoner Killing God asked.

“Gather some old friends and brothers first, and then take a long-term plan when you’re done!”

Levi Garrison smiled.

“Okay, Mr. Garrison, if necessary, just give orders!”

Commoner killed God and returned to Erudia.

This time, he came back with integrity.

Erudia received the news early that thousands of people were welcoming the arrival of the Common Killer God.

In this era of lack of heroes, he shocked the era!

Commoner Killing God readily accepted all this.

Accept the worship and admiration of everyone.

Even the Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan are here.

Even the seven evil gods came and thanked them all.

Thanks to Common Killer for helping their master get revenge!

Zoey, Wen Lei and Zhou Nanyan are all here.

During this period of time in Tiance Mansion, they received the guidance of the strong.

The control over one’s own abilities has exceeded fifty or sixty percent.

It’s much more than before.

Zhou Nanyan was also accepted as an apprentice by a certain power in the Tiance Mansion because of his excellent
talent, and his current strength was also terrifying to death.

Now they are sent outside by Tiance Mansion to experience.

After hearing the return of Commoner Killing God, they also came to join in the fun.

But Levilia is still in Tiance Mansion.

She has not yet come out to experience the mountain.

It is estimated that it will take a few years.

…

Commoner Killing looked at everyone with complicated expressions.

Especially when I saw Zoey and others.

He wanted to tell them that Levi Garrison was still alive.

“Senior Commoner! I have a question, probably the whole world!”

A reporter interviewed Commoner Killing God.

Commoner Killing God smiled, “Okay, just ask!”

“That’s why you suddenly became so powerful? Before you were obviously defeated and injured, but also poisoned!
Why did you not retreat but increase your strength? Such a level? It’s incredible!”

…

This is indeed everyone’s question.

It was Richard’s question even more.

Everything is unscientific.

“In fact, all this is the credit of my master!”

“Master?”

“Hiss!”

Everyone gasped.

At the age of Common Killing God, does he still have a master living in the world?

Isn’t that the same as the old god?

Explained!

No wonder the Commoner Killing God has such terrifying strength after experiencing serious injuries!

Moreover, the origin of Commoner Killing God is mysterious. It was only when he was pointed out that he became a
legend.

As everyone knows, the master who kills the gods by Commoner is actually Levi Garrison!

Levi Garrison guided him and brought him to an unprecedented realm!

Despite the age difference.

Available
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Soon after, several figures appeared.

Qinglong!

Kirin!

White Tiger!

Xuanwu!

Suzaku!

Heavenly Tribulation and Eighteen Cavaliers!

Dragon Cavalry Forbidden!

Ghost Army!

Heaven, Earth Xuanhuang Four-character Army!

…

These were the invincible teams that followed Levi Garrison. In the previous years, they were the invincible army!

Killed to the point where the major countries were timid and abandoning their armors and armors!

But after all, the times have changed.

Now the warrior superpower is coming out!

All kinds of science and technology, all kinds of genetic technology transformation experiments are successful!

No matter how good they were before, they were actually just better than ordinary people.

If they were on the battlefield today, they would be cannon fodder!

Therefore, in the era of warriors, Qinglong, who was once Levi Garrison’s most loyal and most sturdy subordinates,
disappeared one after another.

It’s not that Levi Garrison doesn’t use them.

He really doesn’t want them to die!

All of them are his brothers and sisters!

But Levi Garrison won’t stop there!

Some time ago, while he healed the great arrogances of Erudia, he also quietly guided these former comrades-in-arms.

During this time, they have made a qualitative leap.

In addition, the fighters of Erudia used to practice martial arts collectively. They have already developed a good
foundation and are now under the guidance of Levi Garrison.

Everyone is advancing by leaps and bounds.

Take it out, you can already be alone.

The gathering of so many people is a terrorist force that cannot be ignored.

Levi Garrison’s reason for using them is simple.

That is, no matter who it is in the eyes, people like Qinglong are too weak and have been eliminated by this era.

They are only suitable for battle camps, and are of no use in today’s warrior superpower wars.

No one will notice them!

Even people like Richard!

They would not believe that in this very short time, what can this group of people do, can they not jump from ordinary
people to strong?

That’s why Levi Garrison will enable them.

This time, Levi Garrison didn’t even dare to use the super team he secretly established and the Western Heavenly Kings.

After all, having used these people before, it is inevitable that there will be clues.

Now if they are enabled, it is inevitable that Richard and the others will not be able to track them down.

If it is exposed at that time, it will be a failure.

So Levi Garrison didn’t need any of these people!

He just wants to use the old Qinglong people!

“Boss!”

“We knew you were alive! That’s great! I knew it was you when I got the news!”

…

Qinglong and others saw Levi Garrison, tears in their eyes, and immediately rushed up and hugged tightly. Live in Levi
Garrison.

Their feelings are different from Levi Garrison!

Whether it was the later Xiao Feng, or the strongest Gemini, Zhong Qiu and the secret team he established.

They can’t compare with Qinglong’s relationship with Levi Garrison!

They were born to death together!

Witnessed each other’s growth!

They kiss even more than their brothers!

The kind that can give up their lives for each other!

“Now I recall you, are you ready?”

Levi Garrison asked when he looked at the crowd.
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Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and the others have really prepared for this day for too long and too long.

Their will is so strong that it is frightening.

He almost died in practice several times, and almost lost his mind a dozen times.

They train like crazy.

Just to be able to stand in front of Levi Garrison again, and follow him to charge into the battle.

They really waited until this day.
“Now when I am hiring people, your next task will be very heavy! You need to be careful!”

“Don’t worry, we promise to complete the task!”

“We can fight with you again!”
…

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and others are incomparable excited.

Levi Garrison didn’t talk nonsense, and quickly arranged tasks for everyone to carry out his next plan.

Levi Garrison went to one place… the

other side.

Zoey and the others went to other places just after seeing the commoner killing the gods.

On the way, but met a weird old man.

Wen Lei originally wanted to expel him.

But the old man claimed to be half a fairy and half a ghost, and was entrusted by Levi Garrison to find Zoey.

Wen Lei believed it.

She put Zoey aside and asked Mia (Zhou Nanyan) about the situation.

“In fact, Mr. Garrison’s death is directly related to this!”

said the half ghost and half immortal .

“Huh?”

Wen Lei both looked surprised.

“Actually, I am a person of natural disability, or be cursed! Anyone who asks me to take action will have to pay the
corresponding price! I asked Mr. Garrison whether he will bear the corresponding price? He is willing!”

“At that time I had guessed that he was going to die, but I couldn’t keep it! Hey, now I can only let Madam Ye return to
normal!”

…

Then, half ghost and half fairy helped Zoey heal.

But at this moment, a group of people sneaked into here quietly.

They were sent by Richard to catch the three of Zoey back.

This time, Richard sent a full ten strong men to arrest people.

Including destroyers!

Because Richard is cautious and knows that Zoey is strong, then he must target them accordingly.

They lurked around, observing every move, ready to take action at any time.

After the treatment of the half fairy and half ghost, Zoey kept screaming.

It was as if the half fairy and half ghost had pulled out other things in her mind abruptly.

Why can’t modern technology work, but half a fairy and half a ghost can?

That’s because of the mystery of the magic!

Some things are unclear scientifically!

In the eyes of Banxian and Bangui, he popularly believed that there was another person in Zoey’s mind.

All he has to do is to pull this person out.

……

After a long time, Zoey returned to normal.

The half fairy and half ghost were sweating profusely, and they looked older and older.

After helping the half fairy and half ghost, the two asked.

“How are you,

Zoey ?” Zoey rubbed his head. “I’m fine!”

“Levi Garrison…”

Wen Lei proposed the name cautiously.

“What’s wrong with King’s Landing??”

Zoey asked immediately anxiously.

“No!!!! King came to him…” At

this moment, Zoey thought of everything.

Although she had previously regarded Levi Garrison as an enemy because of the influence of Xu Zhengjie’s
consciousness.

But she remembers everything now.

“What happened to me before
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The Destroyer looked mad!

It is nothing new that he killed Levi Garrison and dissolved his body.

Therefore, everyone in the war eagle country regards him as a hero.

The Destroyer raised this matter with excitement on his face.

It seems to recall the situation that day.

The other nine strongest men also looked the same.

Arrogant, joking…

Mention Levi Garrison’s death, they were proud of the Destroyer.

“It’s him! It was he who killed Mr. Garrison! I saw it with my own eyes!”

Banxian and half ghost also shouted.

Wen Lei and Mia (Zhou Nanyan) looked at the ten people who suddenly appeared in amazement.

I don’t know what they are going to do.

He also directly claimed to be the one who killed Levi Garrison!

The rattling atmosphere is on the verge.

“What are you doing here?”

Wen Lei asked hurriedly for fear of something wrong with Zoey.

Mia (Zhou Nanyan) has been fully guarded.

The opponent is coming fiercely.

The Destroyer sneered coldly, “Of course it will bring you back! Don’t struggle! Otherwise, your fate will be the same as
Levi Garrison!”

“Yes! Whoever struggles, like Levi Garrison’s fate, the dead body can’t be kept!”

… …The

more they talk, the more excited they become.

I didn’t notice that Zoey’s face had changed drastically next to him.

Destroyer sneered “list first big summer leaves monarchs have been killed us! No one blocked lives of our great
summer! The three of you obediently go with us!”

Even now commoner to kill God in the eastern island of the First World War letters People like God and Destroyer are
still not in the eyes.

So this time I came to Erudia, almost unscrupulous.

“You don’t know how painful Levi Garrison was at that time, especially when I dissolved his body. Although he was dead,
I could feel his soul screaming…” The

Destroyer was still remembering the scene of dissolving Levi Garrison. The curtain…At

this time, Wen Lei, Mia (Zhou Nanyan), and Half Immortal and Half Ghost were all stunned.

Looking at Zoey on the side incredibly.

Zoey is now hostile!

It was as if a demon god had descended…

Soon, the Destroyer and others also noticed Zoey’s changes.

They are also full of unbelievable and confounded faces.

Because they felt threatened by Zoey!

“Ah!!!”

Zoey let out a roar suddenly.

Her eyes were red and murderous.

“Dead!”

She spit out a word coldly.

“Shit!”

Zoey actually tore the person beside the Destroyer into two directly…

Blood spattered!

Oh my god!

Everyone is dumbfounded!

We must know that the ten people sent by Richard this time are all super strong.

Even if the other nine are weaker than the Destroyer, they are not much weaker.

But it was torn abruptly by plum dyeing?

This…

“Kill!”

Zoey fell into a frantic state and started her killing.

Although others have reacted.

But after all, he was a step slower, and Zoey got a headshot with a punch…

These people have super physiques, but they are as fragile as a watermelon in front of Zoey.

shocked!

Everyone is dumbfounded!

Especially the Destroyer, they look from

